OUR COMMITMENTS TO CYCLING CUSTOMERS.
1. « Angèle & Auguste » is located 7 km from the banks of Saône.
To reach the house from the Blue Way :
- By FEDRY, follow the D43 via GRANDECOURT ;

- By VY-LES-RUPT, take the municipal road to VAUCONCOURT.

2. We can pick up our customers free of charge in a 20 km radius or request a taxi
service :
- Deroy Philippeat at Lavoncourt at 03 84 91 01 72 or 06 73 39 76 70 ;
- Alpha 70 at Combeaufontaine at 03 84 92 13 09 or 03 84 92 14 53.
For repairs, we can call on professional troubleshooters (exhaustive list available at the
reception) :
- Le camion à vélo au 06 73 39 74 42 ;
- La fabrique du monde rural à Combeaufontaine au 06 73 06 29 07 ;
- Motoculture Grossaulle à Dampierre-sur-Salon au 03 84 67 06 71 ;
- Fun Vélo à Port-Sur-Saône au 03 84 91 21 61.
3. Our services :
- Personalized and attentive welcome to tourists by bike (refreshment offered) ;
- Provision of specific tourist documentation and indication of useful and emergency
services ;
- Practical advice related to the stay (visits, accommodation, restaurants nearby) ;
- Check-out the day before, early breakfast and departure the next day ;
- Weather forecasts by internet (wifi code «A&Achambre») or local press ;
- Transfer of luggage within a radius of 20 km or request a taxi or accommodation
service free of charge ;
- Availability of washing machine and tumble dryer (€5 per cycle) ;
- Rental of bicycles and equipment according to actual sales conditions ;
- Free provision of small troubleshooting and cleaning equipment ;
- Secure and walk-in bike storage ;
- Electrical outlets ;
- Free parking of vehicles inside the property ;
- Indoor and outdoor relaxation areas ;
- Full breakfast included in room rental ;
- Table d’Hôtes on reservation ;
- Local bus : on reservation at the price of € 2 per trip, existing school transport or
«Mobi'Saône» transport on demand to cities of the territory (information at the
reception).

